
THE WORLD IS
FULL OF WORDS
We will help you find

the right ones



ABOUT
EUROLINGO
Established in 2004, EuroLingo is an East European language 

service provider, headquartered in Poland with offices in the 

Czech Republic, Romania and Russia.

EuroLingo is now one of the leading translation and localization 

houses in Eastern Europe, and with branches throughout the 

region it is fully in touch with local demands, requirements, and 

tastes, so it can produce high quality localization. It is a unique 

position to offer direct in-country services to clients who want 

to give their product the edge in any of the local or regional 

markets, or even internationally.

www.euro-lingo.com



EXPERIENCE
When we opened the EuroLingo office in Eastern Europe, we 

brought to it a wealth of experience that we as a company have 

developed over the years, as did many of our veteran 

professionals. With this rich combination of skills and know-how, 

we developed our EuroLingo localization process to the finely 

tuned level it is now.  It is the creative outcome of the many 

efforts contributed by our developers, graphics designers, 

engineers, testers, technical writers, and translators, which were 

all brought together through the efficient coordination skills of 

our project managers.

From these efforts, and our joint team experience in delivering 

successful projects to the following industries: IT, healthcare, 

education, telecom, media, energy, and the military, EuroLingo 

has developed a systematic process with built-in checks and 

balances to assure the finest quality outcome for our projects.

www.euro-lingo.com



LANGUAGES

SERVICES

Translation Localization DTP TestingEngineering

BULGARIAN

ESTONIAN GEORGIANCROATIAN

ARMENIAN AZERI BOSNIANALBANIAN

LATVIAN LITHUANIAN

MACEDONIAN SERBIAN

UKRAINIAN

KAZAKH

UZBEK

SLOVAK SLOVENIAN

FRENCH ITALIAN MOLDAVIANGERMAN

BELARUSIAN DANISH DUTCH

FINNISH

NORWEGIAN PORTUGUESE SPANISH SWEDISHTURKISH

POLISH ROMANIAN CZECH HUNGARIAN RUSSIAN



27 Krotka Street 42-200 Czestochowa, Poland

Rezkova 25b, 60200 Brno, Czech Republic

23 Bega Street, 307160 Timisoara, Romania

+48 34 322 00 08

+420 608 22 33 44

+40 740 19 25 57

Info@euro-lingo.com
www.euro-lingo.com

CONTACT US

56 Ulitsa Pushkina, 656043 Barnaul, Altai Krai, Russia
+79236521170


